World Consumption Report on Fiber, Yarn & Thread Mills

Description: The World Consumption Report on Fiber, Yarn & Thread Mills. Consumption/Products/Services by country. 6/10-Digit NAICS Product Codes. 3 Time series: 1997 to Current year and Forecasts Current year to 2020 & 2021-2028. Relative Consumption, Local Consumption, Per-Capita Consumption, Marketing Costs & Margins, Product Launch Data, Buyers, End Users & Customer Profile, Consumer Demographics. Historic Balance Sheets, Forecast Financial Data, Industry Profile, National Data. The report is on a DVD containing the entire web and databases, or it is available online. Merge text, tables & databases for own reports, spreadsheet calculations & modeling. 120 Products covered, 2155 pages, 9768 spreadsheets, 9700 database tables, 539 illustrations. Updated monthly.

This World Consumption Report on Fiber, Yarn & Thread Mills provides data on the net consumption of Products and Services in each of the countries listed. The Products and Services covered (Fiber, yarn & thread mills) are classified by the 5-Digit United States Commerce Department Major Product Codes and each Product and Services is then further defined and analyzed by each 6 to 10-Digit United States Commerce Department Product Codes. This report consists of a DVD containing the entire report web and databases. Readers can access and reproduce the information for inclusion into their own documents or reports. The tables & databases are in Access & Excel formats on the DVD to enable readers to produce their own spreadsheet calculations and modeling. This database is updated monthly.

Contents: The World Consumption Report on Fiber, Yarn & Thread Mills.

Net consumption of Fiber, Yarn & Thread Mills Products & Services in each country.

This database covers NAICS code: 31311. Products/Services classified by 5-Digit US Commerce Department Code and then defined by each 6 to 10-Digit Product Codes.


FIBER, YARN & THREAD MILLS: PRODUCTS & MARKETS COVERED:

Fiber, yarn & thread mills
Yarn spinning mills
Carded cotton yarns
Carded cotton yarns, spun gray
Carded cotton yarns, gray
Carded cotton yarns, spun & finished in the same establishment
Carded cotton yarns, nsk
Combed cotton yarns
Combed cotton yarns, spun gray
Combed cotton yarns, spun & finished in the same establishment
Combed cotton yarns, nsk
Rayon, acetate, and-or lyocell spun yarns
Rayon, acetate, and-or lyocell spun yarns, spun gray
Rayon, acetate, and-or lyocell spun yarns, spun & finished in the same establishment
Rayon, acetate, and-or lyocell spun yarns, nsk
Yarns, spun, noncellulosic fiber and other natural fibers
Yarns, spun, polyester, gray
Yarns, spun, polyester, spun and finished in same estab.
Yarns, spun, other noncellulosic fiber/other natural fibers, gray
Yarns, other noncellulosic/oth nat fibers, spun/fin same estab
Yarns, spun, noncellulosic fiber and other natural fibers, nsk
Spun noncellulosic fiber & silk yarns
Polyester spun yarn, spun gray
Polyester spun yarn, spun & finished in the same establishment
All other spun noncellulosic fibers & silk yarns, spun gray
All other spun noncellulosic fibers & silk yarns, spun & finished in the same establishment
Spun noncellulosic fiber & silk yarns, nsk
Wool yarns
Yarns, wool, including new, reused and reprocessed
Wool yarns, except carpet yarns (incl new, reused & reprocessed wool)
Wool carpet (weaving & tufting) yarns, incl new, reused & reprocessed wool
Wool yarns, nsk
Jute & linen yarns
Jute yarns
Linen yarns
Jute & linen yarns, nsk
Scouring & combing mill products
Scouring & combing mill products, tops & noils, incl top or sliver converted from tow without combing
Scouring & combing mill products, scoured wool & other scouring & combing mill products, incl nubs & slubs, etc.
Scouring & combing mill products, nsk
Yarn spinning mills, nsk, total
Yarn spinning mills, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments
Yarn spinning mills, nsk, for administrative-record establishments
Yarn texturing, throwing & twisting mills

Yarn texturing, throwing & twisting mills - manuf

Novelty & plied yarns, other than wool (not spun or thrown at the same establishment)

Novelty yarns, other than wool, not spun or thrown at the same establishment

Plied yarns, other than wool (not spun or thrown at the same establishment)

Novelty & plied yarns, other than wool (not spun or thrown at the same establishment), nsk

Yarn texturing, throwing & twisting mills - commi

Thrown filament yarns, except textured

Thrown filament yarns, except textured, nylon yarns

Thrown filament yarns, except textured, polyester & all other thrown yarns

Thrown filament yarns, except textured, polyester yarns

Thrown filament yarns, except textured, all other thrown yarns

Thrown filament yarns, except textured, nsk

Textured, crimped, or bulked filament yarns, incl stretch yarn (made from purchased filament yarn)

Commission receipts for throwing or texturing of filament yarns

Yarns, filament, comm. rcpts. for throwing, texturing, winding

Yarns/filament/comm. rcpts/throwing/etc. (winding/etc.)

Yarns, filament, comm. rcpts. for throwing/texturing/winding

Yarns/filament/comm. rcpts/wind/etc/not thrown same estab.

Yarns, filament, comm. rcpts throwing/texturing/winding, nsk

Textured, thrown, plied & twisted yarns, nsk, total

Textured, thrown, plied & twisted yarns, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments

Textured, thrown, plied & twisted yarns, nsk, for administrative-record establishments

Thread mills

Thread

Spun yarn thread, cotton, finished, for use in the home

Thread, spun, finished, except cordage products, exc. cotton

Spun yarn thread, cotton, finished, for industrial or manufacturers’ use (excl cordage products, such as bag thread, string & twine)

Spun yarn thread, manmade fiber & other fibers, incl silk, finished, for use in the home

Thread, spun, finished, except cordage products, cotton

Spun yarn thread, manmade fiber & other fibers, incl silk, finished, for industrial or manufacturers' use (excl cordage products, such as bag thread, string & twine)
Filament yarn thread, manmade fiber & other fibers, incl silk, finished, for use in the home

(Thread, filament, finished, except cordage products, incl. silk

Filament yarn thread, manmade fiber & other fibers, incl silk, finished, for industrial or manufacturers' use (excl cordage products, such as bag thread, string & twine)

Core thread, cotton sheath, finished thread for use in the home

(Thread, fin., core, exc. cord. prods., cotton/manmade sheath

Core thread, cotton sheath, finished thread for industrial or manufacturers' use

Core thread, manmade sheath, finished thread for use in the home

Core thread, manmade sheath, finished thread for industrial or manufacturers' use

Unfinished thread shipped or transferred to other plants for finishing

Linen thread

Thread mills, nsk, total

Thread mills, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments

Thread mills, nsk, for administrative-record establishments

FIBER, YARN & THREAD MILLS: 59 MARKET RESEARCH CHAPTERS:


SPREADSHEET CHAPTERS:


NATIONAL DATA - by Country by Year.

1. RELATIVE CONSUMPTION - in US$ (Purchasing Parity Index applied) by Country by each Product (4-10 Digit Product Code) by Year: 1997 to Current year, Medium Term Forecast Current year to 2020, Long Term Forecast 2021-2028.

2. LOCAL CONSUMPTION - in Local Currency (Relative Inflation Index applied)


4. PRODUCT MARKETING COSTS & MARGINS

5. PRODUCT LAUNCH DATA - given as a percentage of Revenues - by Country by Year - Forecast Current year to 2020, Forecast 2021-2028.

6. IMMEDIATE BUYERS & END USERS / CUSTOMER BASE PROFILE

7. IMMEDIATE BUYERS & END USERS / CONSUMER DEMOGRAPHICS - by Country by Year - Forecast Current year to 2020, Forecast 2021-2028.

8. HISTORIC INDUSTRY BALANCE SHEET DATA


10. INDUSTRY PROFILE - by Country by Year.

11. NATIONAL DATA - by Country by Year.

The report is on a DVD containing the entire web and databases, or it is available online. Readers can access & reproduce the information for their own documents or reports.

Tables & databases as Access & Excel formats on the DVD to enable readers to produce their own spreadsheet calculations and modeling.

120 Products covered, over 200 Countries covered, 2155 pages, 9768 spreadsheets, 9700 database tables, 539 diagrams & maps. Contents change for each edition. Updated monthly. Full 12 month After-Sales & update services available from the publishers.
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